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Abstract
Information visualizations are an important means through which we communicate knowledge. By
considering visualizations as data-driven narratives, this thesis uses narrative thinking as an orienting
concept to support the production and evaluation of information visualizations. It proposes a set of guides
that are central to future developments in the visualization of information through the analysis of
historical examples and a design-based research process resulting in a system called the Royal Society
Network. This thesis investigates the themes of various types of objectivity, the layering of quantitative
and qualitative methods, the parallel relationship between investigation and visualization, and the
graphical nature of statistical thinking. It then identifies transparency, hybridity, and investigation as the
central concepts to visualization, where transparency is the communication of underlying structures to end
users and is expressed through the building of interface elements as equal components to visualization,
the recording and visual incorporation of usage patterns, and the representation of uncertainty; where
hybridity is-in terms of both method and form-expressed through the use of quantitative and
qualitative methods to drive visualizations forward and the use of multiple graphical forms to aid in
understanding and providing contextual information; and where the investigative quality of visualizations
is based on the coordination of grain size and axis of representation with the author's line of inquiry.
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1 Introduction
"Every act ofperception is necessarily a highly directed and selective affair, whether the
guiding principles are conscious or inadvertent. Our view of the realities outside us is
structured in relation to existing deposits ofperceptual experience, pre-established
criteria of interpretation, new and old acts of naming and classification, the physical
parameters of our sensory apparatus, and above all (or underlying all), deep structures
operating at a pre- or subverbal level."
Martin Kemp (Kemp, 2000, 1)
Art historian Martin Kemp's dissection of perceptual experience in the epigraph above provides a
lens through which we can understand the nature of viewers' relationships with information visualization
systems. In the context of this thesis, information visualization is defined as statistically and narratively
driven external visual representations of abstract quantitative and qualitative information made to direct
thinking and "amplify cognition" (Bertin, 1983; Fry, 2008; Card, Mackinlay, & Shneiderman, 1999;
Staley, 2003; Aigner, 2011; Heer & Shneiderman, 2012). This thesis casts information visualization as
narrative nonfiction, which tasks information visualization systems with the communication of the
"highly directed and selective" (Kemp, 2000, 1) nature of representations by making visible the pre-
established modes of analysis, the conventions of classification, the physical limitations of representations
and structures that drive the collection, processing, and perception of data.
The communication of the intangible and conceptual aspects of viewing information has become
increasingly important as traditionally non-digital taxonomic forms of classification give way to
I The definition of information visualization builds on this previous version stated by Heer and Shneiderman:
"Visualization provides a powerful means of making sense of data. By mapping data attributes to visual properties
such as position, size, shape, and color, visualization designers leverage perceptual skills to help users discern and
interpret patterns within data"(Heer &Shneiderman, 2012). Shneiderman and Heer's definition is constructed from
the disciplinary perspective of computer science. Although it is a comprehensive definition, this thesis further
narrows the definition of visualization to a group of concepts, not tasks. In addition, this thesis includes the
representation of interpretations of data as a part of the definition.
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increasingly organic and networked forms of organizing information online. Interfaces 2 that predetermine
the modes of entry and access, sometimes even imposing the content holder's perspective and dictating
users' interpretations of information, are relied upon to filter, prioritize, and simplify vast quantities of
data in order to fulfill the daily information needs of users. Information visualizations have the unique
ability to expose the perspectives presented by underlying classification systems and structures by
representing them spatially, allowing viewers to become aware of layers of mediation between them and
the data.
This thesis addresses creative nonfiction, also known as narrative nonfiction, in terms of its
narrative components rather than its narrative arcs. Traditionally, narrative nonfiction does not
immediately call to mind information visualization. Indeed, narrative nonfiction as a method is often
utilized in documentary film and biography. Literary journalism works from publications such as The
New Yorker are particularly salient examples of this approach. In works of narrative nonfiction,
knowledge and fact are equally valued, even as room is left for the notions of uncertainty, conflicting
perspectives from stakeholders, and characterization, as well as aesthetics and style. These works can
vary from the personal to the grand; however, what these types of narrative nonfiction works have in
common with information visualization is the ability to expose and communicate motivation, organization,
and structural impositions behind everyday phenomena understood as the "dynamic integrations of events,
actors, and objects" (Turner, 1996, 10). These narrative systems allow the viewer to understand not only
events taking place, but also the circumstances in which they occur, and they suggest ways events can be
best interpreted and understood.
The visualization of information allows the author to communicate perspectives on a variety of
issues. As a result, visualizations are used as tools for argumentation, and methods and forms utilized by
the author are implicated in the construction of highly directed and consequential representations. These
2 Interface, n. "A surface lying between two portions of matter or space, and forming their common boundary"
(OED Online). In this case, interface means the point of contact, usually a graphical user interface, between user and
information. Examples of such interfaces are search, digital, and hierarchical information architecture expressed
through menus and filters.
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methods and forms of visualization are the building blocks of arguments; they are often driven by
disciplinary and biographical values held by the author.
By casting visualizations as narrative, we can productively draw a connection between narrative
representation and narrative prose. Graphic components-that is, narrative representations-are similar to
the written word in that they do not passively transmit narratives. The ways in which components of
writing and visualization influence outcome are not merely stylistic, but rather they have tremendous
power to shape content (Staley, 2003, 14-19). Just as "history is codified in 'historical works"' (Staley,
2003, 15), information is often "codified" in visualizations. As such, the "conceptual apparatus" of
"modes of discourse" for narratives can also be applied to visualizations. This apparatus is constructed
from the "modes of emplotment," "modes of argument," and "modes of ideological implication" that the
author employs (Staley, 2003, 15). These refer to the plot device, the rhetorical strategy, and the ethical
stance determined by the author (Staley, 2003, 15), which are then expressed through the use of processes
and forms in the final representation. These devices have a symbiotic relationship with the interpretations
of data that are communicated through visualizations. In referring to visualization as narrative, this thesis
argues that these modes of discourse are crucial aspects in the construction of abstract representations of
visualization.
However a primary distinction must be made between prose and representations as narratives: the
linearity of the interaction between the audience and data-driven narrative. Visualization presents
information as "multidimensional," whereas "prose is a one-dimensional medium, in that the symbols of
its sign system (words) unfold in a one-dimensional, sequential line. Visualizations connect symbols in
two- and three-dimensional space and can therefore represent more of the multivariate realities of
representational and abstract spaces" (Staley, 2003, 3). Visualizations are selective with respect to the
information they visualize. At the same time, different types of information require different modes of
representation, and not all information requires spatial or visual modes of communication. Multivariate
data lends itself to visualizations, which allows for the connection of multiple dimensions spatially.
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Visualizations are iteratively consumed and their viewings self-directed, and this multidimensional
characteristic drastically complicates the types of interaction between audience and visualization.
Although this thesis includes material from the history of information visualization, as well as its
design, my aim is not to provide a complete history, nor is it to write a design manual on how
visualizations can be made.3 This thesis presumes a familiarity with the forms and practices of
information visualization and focuses on identifying key concepts that go beyond task-oriented design
principles. Most critical evaluations of information visualization have focused separately on aspects such
as the accuracy and fidelity of representations of raw data, the ability to complete tasks of pattern
recognition and filtering, the aesthetic value of output, and the ability to act as a point of dissemination
and democratization (Card, Mackinlay, & Shneiderman, 1999). However, a robust set of design principles
has yet to be constructed for implementing works of visualization by incorporating conceptual objectives
beyond the scope of graphical literacy and usability. This thesis argues for the construction of such a set
of concepts that centers on the communication of not only information, but also interpretations and
underlying structures that drive the collection and presentation of information. Such concepts can best be
constructed by casting information visualizations as narrative systems.
The remainder of the thesis is structured in four chapters (chapters 2-5). Chapter 2 provides a
theoretical framework that supports my formulation of the objectives and potentials of information
visualization as creative nonfiction by describing four key concepts in the production and consumption of
visualizations: 1) the negotiation of varying types of objectivity, 2) the layering of quantitative analysis
with qualitative interpretation, 3) the parallel relationship between investigative and visualization
processes, and 4) the graphical nature of statistical thinking. Together, these concepts address the
intention, processes, and evaluation of information visualizations by drawing connections between
historical and contemporary practices. By providing an historical account informing those concepts that
3 Many excellent survey works on these two topics exist and have been compiled in the research process of this
thesis. A selection of this material can be found in "Appendix B: Information Visualization Annotated Bibliography"
for interested readers.
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pursues the mechanical and social constructions of scientific and aesthetic understanding concurrently,
this thesis advocates anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss's belief that "myths are the social glue that
structures real data"(Higgins, 2009, 9). This statement, which allows for the systematic constructions of
representations that both rely on and contend with the notion of objectivity, as well as the building of
narrative, is central to the production and consumption of visual representation. By describing this
history, this thesis casts information visualizations as experimental demonstrations of facts, processes,
and interpretations.
Chapter 3 pursues a parallel approach to the concepts developed in chapter 2, in this case through
design-based research. The chapter presents three iterations of experiments in information visualization I
conducted alongside the theoretical investigation. These visualizations, collectively named the Royal
Society Network Graphs, are based on the dataset of the Royal Society of London's membership election
records. Through the lens of the Royal Society, the visualizations will investigate the evolving
disciplinary relationships and the specializations of scientific communities. They describe disciplinary
evolution by comparing the trajectories of single disciplines in a chronological network mapping of the
fellowship network. The production of these visualizations aids the research process by illustrating and
refining aspects of the four concepts identified in chapter 2 as they are seen in practice.
Based on the two methods of research defined above, chapter 4 argues for information
visualization systems' potential as works of creative nonfiction. It does so by presenting a set of three
guiding principles vital to developing and analyzing visualizations that I argue are useful to the field of
information visualization going forward: 1) transparency into underlying structures, 2) the layering of
analysis and interpretation, and 3) the integration of graphical and statistical processes. Together, they
serve as the building blocks of visualizations that are aesthetic, statistical, and narrative systems of
representation.
Chapter 5 concludes this thesis with a discussion of future directions and potential further
implementations.
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2 Values, Languages and Processes
Information visualization is a longstanding practice 4 . As such it is not only deeply embedded in
historical forms of data representation such as navigational mapping, but also actively engages the history
of demonstration and recording in the experimental and observational sciences. Although the spatial and
interactive ways in which we are often presented with information today seem to only connect to this
history of scientific representation in graphical form and method, the inclusion of discussion of more in
depth concepts such as epistemological values and methods from the history of science is in fact crucial to
understanding the challenges in data representation we face today.
Both producers and consumers of information visualization must engage in discussions of values,
tasks, and processes that go beyond simple ideas of objectivity and efficiency in order to become fully
fluent in the technical, graphical, and most importantly conceptual language of information visualization.
In this context, historical precedents such as the chronology of epistemological value, the 19* century
history of data challenges, and the methods of investigation in the Cholera epidemics of London are
highly relevant to the complex and rigorously computational endeavors of information visualization
today. The components of this language are not limited to the algorithmic processing and formal
presentation of results, it must include notions of how we establish facts and how we choose the processes
we utilize to demonstrate and communicate them. Information visualizations are highly selective and
consequential, but at the same time an increasingly vital part of demonstration and communication. This
dynamic between the subjective nature of visualizations and its level of proliferation is further
complicated by the ways in which visualizations can serve to inform future interpretations iteratively.
Existing critical evaluations of information visualization have focused on the concept of
objectivity primarily in terms of fidelity to raw data, technical innovations in programing and assessed
4 The sciences have a long history of visualizing information as real and abstract graphical forms. "Euclidean
geometry, one-point perspective, the coordinate system, tables, schematics, diagrams, map projects, the telescope,
and the microscope have extended the scientist's ability to "see" both real and abstract worlds." (Staley, 2003, 4)
More historical material can be found in "Appendix B Information Visualization Annotated Bibliography".
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graphical presentations for aesthetic value. However, as this thesis argues, an examination of the history
of representations, as well as the history of demonstration and recording in the sciences, allows us to
construct a more rigorous understanding of intentions, conflicts, and limitations related to information
visualization systems. These concepts enrich the critical engagement both producers and audiences have
with information visualization. The following examinations consider lessons learned from historical case
studies that are then crystallized into four concepts with which we can better view contemporary practices
and products. These four central concepts are constructed from known precedents and theory that derive
from a variety of disciplines. They bring together key figures of different disciplinary traditions; and are
intended to reflect the diversity of the practices within the field of information visualization. These
concepts, mentioned above, are the inclusion of multiple values of objectivity, the layering of quantitative
and qualitative methods, the integration of investigative process, and the symbiotic relationship between
statistical and graphically driven evaluations. All four serve to argue for a more inclusive conceptual
frame through which visualizations of information can be situated in continuous systems of data of ever
increasing scale, and allowing them to become an integral part of how we access knowledge today.
The inclusiveness of a diversity of processes, methods, and interests in information visualizations
places it at the periphery of many fields at the same time. As seen in Figure 1, the practitioners referenced
in this thesis span a variety of fields. The goal of the examination however is not to provide a static
identity limited to any one disciplinary approach to information visualization, but to historicize and
contextualize multiple practices in order to better understand the challenges we face today. The
ambiguous, often contentious and shifting role that information visualization has occupied illustrates the
important idea that the material, epistemological, ideological and aesthetic histories of the practice are
intertwined and ultimately indistinguishable in the shaping of our perceptions of outcomes.
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Key Figures and Their Fields of Study
Key Figures Field of Study
John Snow Medicine
William Playfair Demography and Statistical Graphics
Arthur Worthington Physics
Jacques Bertin Cartography
Ben Shneiderman Computer Science and HCI
Martin Kemp Art History
Lorraine Daston History and Philosophy of Science
Peter Galison History and Philosophy of Science
Michael Friendly Cognitive Psychology
Note: Key figures are listed in chronological order of the works they
authored that are cited in this thesis.
Figure 1. These key figures and their disciplinary identifications serve to address interdisciplinary nature
of this examination of information visualizations.
The challenges of information visualization have come to apply to the more general task of
analytical thinking. This is expressed through film theorist Rudolf Amheim's question towards the
analytic task involved in visual thinking: "evidently then the mind, in order to cope with the world, must
fulfill two functions. It must gather information and it must process it. The two function are neatly
separated in theory, but are they in practice?" No, he answers, "the collaboration of perceiving and
thinking cognition would be incomprehensible if such a division existed." (Arnheim, 1969, 1)
Researchers and designers struggle with this blurring in every medium and mode of representation, but
particularly in increasingly present images that are products of mechanical or algorithmic processes.
The ethical and epistemological stakes of information visualization are similarly obscured when it
is looked at in purely disciplinary terms. However when comparing across fields, from early astronomy
works to algorithmic and process intensive contemporary works of visual complexity, the contentious
relationships between competing values of objectivity and discipline fall away when information
visualization principles are put into practice. Information visualizations today can be public facing and
participatorily produced, yet they still often require the intervention of experts. The adventurous task of
conducting observational and experimental science as a socially driven fact-making machine finds its
successor in the obtaining, wrangling, and parsing of increasingly larger amounts of data. The
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practitioners of this longstanding, but continuously developing, area of research and design are hybrids of
data scientists and storytellers.
2.1 Objectivity in Practice
This section utilizes the multiplicity of concepts of objectivity as it is seen in history to illustrate
the significance of considering such diverging definitions and practices in the contemporary context of
information visualization. In Objectivity (2010), Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison outline a chronology
of three epistemological values found in scientists' pursuit of "right depiction. For the authors, right
depiction is composed of the representation and presentation of scientific fact as the outcome of
contention between three values. These values, "truth to nature," "mechanical objectivity," and "trained
judgment" appear as key representational practices in succession beginning in the early 1900s " (Figure 2,
Daston & Galison, 2010, 271) and continue to influence the ways in which facts are visually depicted
today. As seen in the historical example of the conversion of one scientist (discussed in the boxout called
Arthur Worthington and the "Shock of Mechanical Objectivity" below) from idealized hand drawn
images to the practices of automation when confronted with the "shock" of mechanical objectivity
(Daston & Galison, 2010, 11 - 17), demonstrations of process as part of the presentation of information
are as crucial in conveying value as the representation itself.
My examination of this historical example highlights the significance of considering multiple
concepts of objectivity as principles held by producers of visualizations and the physical manifestations
of these principles. It describes these concepts as other than graphical literacy, which is a domain that has
been better addressed in the field of information visualization. It further argues for the need for
visualization systems to provide transparency by expressing visually these values and concepts, allowing
audiences to better connect with and comprehend author perspectives through the interface and
information architecture of visualizations.
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Daston and Galison's Chronology of Three Epistemological Values
Layered, Pressured Periodization (time ->)
scicntific self: tramned expert; interpreted
TranedJudgment =uage; pattern depicton; familis of objects
scientific zelf: will-abnegatng worker; mechanical
Mcchanical Objectivity image; procedural depiction; particular objects
scientfic slf: sage; reasoned unage; idealicd depiction;
Tnnrh-to-Nature universal objects.
Figure 2. The three values of "truth to nature", "mechanical objectivity", and "trained judgment" are
presented chronologically in the figure above as layers by Daston and Galison to illustrate their
contentious relationship with each other. (Daston and Galison, 2007, 371)
Daston and Galison's history of objectivity aptly describes of how perception can be influenced
by concepts of representation. This history describes concepts held by scientists in depicting scientific
fact as three values. The first chronological value is "truth to nature". The most salient examples of this
first value are found in the practices of idealized imagery of botanical atlases, which depicted perfect
specimens of plants. These images purposely ignore the flaws and irregularities that appear in the nature
being observed in order to depict truthful representations of the essence of natural observation. The
idealized images of botanical specimens were produced under the active negotiation between the
observational scientist, the artist, and the engraver, and were considered to be serious and lengthy
scientific words.
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Arthur Worthington and the "Shock of Mechanical
Objectivity"
In 1875, physicist Arthur Worthington started
recording splash patterns of liquids. In order to
observe and record the moment of impact accurately,
he used a strobe flash process similar to those later
utilized and made famous by Harold Edgerton's
stroboscopic images. To do so, Worthington lit his
darkened laboratory with a powerfulflash at different
stages of'ajflling drop's impact on a hard surface,
watching closely as it fell, and recorded with pen and
paper the latent image projected onto his retina.
Beginning in 1875, Worthington presented, in
numerous publications and public lectures over the
course of 20 years, that the splash of a drop of liquid,
as seen in several thousand hand drawn images from
his experiments, is clearly symmetrical. In the spring
of 1894, Worthington successfully incorporated
photography into his experiments for the first time.
Given all the labor he had invested in hand drawn
images up to now, the first photographic images of*
splash patterns must have been heart breaking; they
showed none of the symmetry that Worthington had
painstakingly rendered by hand for so many years.
Here, in the photograph, was an image of
mechanical objectivity previously impossible to
achieve. Worthington later noted: "I have to confess
that in looking over my original drawings Ifind record
of many irregular or unsymmetircialfigures, yet in
compiling the history it has been inevitable that these
should be rejected, if'only because identical
irregularities never recur. Thus the mind of the
observer is filled with the ideal splash - an Auto-
Splash - whose perfection may never be actually
realized. "(Daston and Galison, 2010, 13)
Worthington's "Auto-Splash ", an example of
the concept of using an idealized specimenfor
representation, comes from a collective and
longstanding philosophy of naturalist atlases of
Worthington's time. Although it is commonly held that
not all photographs were automatically objective, the
conversion of Worthington through the use of
photography served as a turning point in the
evaluations of scientific representation. It signaled a
change that overcame representational practices of
scientific observation in the late nineteenth century of
turning away from idealized "truth to nature " images
to that of mechanical objectivity (Daston and Galison,
2010, 11 - 17).
Ft i1. 1%. 1.
a- 9.
i4. 4.
Figure 3. Worthington's hand drawn images
of splash drops.
Source: Daston & Galison, 2010, 12
Figure 4. Worthington's photographs of
splash drops.
Source: Worthington, 1908, 63.
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Mechanical objectivity, a value exhibited by images produced through mechanically automated
processes that are often deemed free from human interference appeared with the introduction of
photography as a tool for recording observations. The images that result from mechanically objective
processes were believed to be fully accurate depictions of phenomena as they are produced free from
human interference. However, images of mechanical objectivity never fully replaced their predecessors,
idealized imagery continues to be used today by taxonomists as references for identification. The
idealization in botanical images served scientists well to identify "the underlying type of the plant species,
rather than any individual specimen (Daston & Galison, 2010, 15)." Despite the common knowledge that
no individual specimen is physically perfect in nature, the natural specimens and phenomena represented
by naturalist and artists' partnerships insisted on idealized specimens. The resulting images had the power
to summarize and communicate information about taxonomies, identifications, and classifications. Images
produced by photography, although considered to be more truthful and more objective, had no such
powers of summary.
As the frequency of using automated recordings increased, it was no longer sufficient to simply
present such images as they are to the public. The aggregation of increasingly detailed and numerous
recordings once again required the interference of humans in the form of "judgment-inflected vision as a
goal for scientific sight (Daston & Galison, 2010, 309 - 361)." This new type of human interference
differs from idealized images of the past in its intentions. "Trained judgment" interferes with automatic
images, directing the viewer's attention towards meaningful patterns within the image by adding a layer
of interpretation. These three successive and overlapping values as described by Daston and Galison have
served to embed evaluations of truthful depictions of phenomenon within practices of producing
representation. This thesis places these three values in the context of contemporary representations of
data. In this case, it is not their chronology and history, but rather their coexistence within complex
representations of information that this thesis has identified as a significant factor in visualization.
Contemporary visualizations of information often involve algorithmically driven classification,
filtering, and evaluation systems. The value of mechanical objectivity or freedom from human
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interference is often seen as analogous to the qualities of accuracy and dependability. The elevation of the
algorithmic over the human hand in the processing of data can be seen in the famous example of the
company Google's opening of a news provider service in 2002. Google's home page displayed the
following words as a selling point: "This page was generated entirely by computer algorithms without
human editors. No humans were harmed or even used in the creation of this page (Diakopoulos, 20125)."
Although no code or diagram of the algorithm is displayed, this proclamation serves as a snapshot of the
apparatus, used to reinforce and validate the authenticity of the content displayed. Google has consistently
conveyed an image of mechanical objectivity through their interfaces by employing quantitatively driven
processes to inform design decisions such as form, size and color (Bowman, 20096). So in fact not only
the algorithm, but the design as well, are sold as untouched by human hands.
Without historicizing the idea of mechanical objectivity, it is difficult to provide alternative
conceptions of how data can be depicted. These historic values are not only theoretically held, but in fact
directly implicate the interfaces through which we access much of our everyday information. Google's
famous words echo the sentiment expressed in the introductory passages of Henry Fox Talbot's The
Pencil ofNature (1844 - 1846) in which he describes his invention of photography. Talbot introduces the
photographic process as "obtained by the mere action of light upon sensitive paper. They have been
formed or depicted by optical and chemical means alone, and without the aid of any one acquainted with
the art of drawing (Talbot, 1844, Introductory Remarks)." The idea of photography as a means of
producing images entirely free of human interpretation has been largely dispelled by the various
subsequent uses of the technology in fields from anthropology to art (Becker, 1981 )7. Photographs are
5 Diakopoulos's article is titled "Understanding Bias in Computational New Media".
http://www.niemanlab.org/2012/12/nick-diakopoulos-understanding-bias-in-computational-news-media/
6 Bowman, the first visual designer to be hired by Google posted his reflections on the Google aesthetic in his own
blog as part of his resignation letter. http://stopdesign.com/archive/2009/03/20/goodbye-google.html
7 Howard S. Becker's "Exploring Society Photographically" is a 1979 exhibition that exhibited twelve
groundbreaking anthropological and sociological research projects. Becker opens this collection with the passage
"We customarily distinguish between science and art, seeing the one as the discovery of the truth about the world
and the other as the aesthetic expression of someone's unqiue vision. All very well, except that so many artists'
visions are of the truth about the world, and scientists' discoveries of that truth contain so strong an element of
personal vision (Becker, 1981, 8)."
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seen as very human products of expression and perception, its automatism no longer synonymous with
objectivity. The objective rhetoric of the algorithm however continues to be evaluated based on
mechanical bias rather than the result of human production.
"Epistemology (of whatever kind) advanced in the abstract cannot be easily equated with its
practices in the concrete" (Daston & Galison, 2007, 34)8. However, information visualization finds these
very epistemological values central to the production and consumption of representation and presentation.
This thesis argues that these values are not merely conceptions of right depiction. For the purposes of
information visualization, the values described in the history of objectivity in fact productively enrich the
ways in which we produce and evaluate representations of data. As a result, they should be seen as steps
in the process towards representation. The process of representation, along with its three competing
values, is necessary precursors to presentation. Daston and Galison's diagram (Figure 5, Daston &
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Figure 5. The goal of Daston and Galison's investigation is to deconstruct the epistemological values
historically involved in the act of representation, and In Daston and Galison's account of the history of
objectivity, the three values are presented on the left side of the figure in a hierarchical configuration. On
the right branch of "right depiction", the act of presentation is seen as a separate group of concepts in this
figure. This hierarchy serves the purposes of dissecting elements of right depiction.
Source: Daston and Galison, Objecivity, 413
8 Philip E. Agre's insistence on the use of deictic representation which excludes notions of objective identity casts
the contentions of objective values as "too much an epistemic problem to make into a central representational
category." It is seen as "rarely a help". (Agre, The Dynamic Structure of Everyday Life, 1988, 2)
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Right Depiction as a Process
Layered Process
Representation Truth-to-Nature Mechanial Objciit Trained judgment
I II
Presentation Aesthetics Object Manipulation
Right Depiction
Figure 6. Reconfiguration of Daston and Galison's original figure into process-oriented view with
representation and presentation layers.
Figure 6 presents the values of representation and presentation as a single process, allowing us to
construct connections between the three epistemological values of presentations as factors that directly
influence the presentation values of aesthetics and object manipulation (Figure 7). The two layers of
representation and presentation construct an interesting tension for which the tasks of visualization
attempt to solve. In this reconfiguration the three values of representation have direct implications in the
presentation of information visualizations.
Forces Between Representation and Presentation
Influence and Negotiation
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Figure 7. The forces of process oriented view between representation and presentation layers.
The direct contributions of this examination of values in the context of visualization of
infornation are telling. We must recognize these values appearing in the production of visualization as
conflicting components in a singular, but complex process of going from data to presentation. In this
process, each value as defined by Daston and Galison privileges certain design decisions over others
based on the audience and goal of communicating different types of information. The pursuit of one value
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over another directs methods employed and decisions made in data selection, processing as well as
representation. The decisions made by authors should not be seen as purely driven by efficiency or
accuracy, and they are often driven by more than conscious intentions. Rather, these values guide
decision-making in the process of visualizing data and provide a more comprehensive dynamic in the
economy of an image.
Additionally, each of the three values of representation can be found to physically coexist in
contemporary information visualizations. The interface, visualization, and data processing elements of
information visualization are the modem use cases for "truth to nature," "mechanical objectivity," and
"trained judgment." The negotiation of these values is expressed through the form and style of
visualization. The idealized image's ability to summarize and identify has a modem corollary in the
iconography of keys, graphical vocabulary with which users can read visualizations. Visualizations, at
their best, utilize graphical components that are the most common and idealized versions of symbols that
have a particular meaning. For example, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
provides a guide indicating the proper icons for all signage to be used in public spaces (International
Organization for Standarization, 2013). The idea of these icons is to provide the simplest and most
identifiable characters. Individual graphical elements in information visualizations take on this quality in
order to communicate as a recognizable visual language.
The value of automation as mechanical objectivity is encompassed in the processing of data,
where freedom from human interference and fidelity to the original source are highly valued. The
automatism of algorithmic data collection methods such as large scale web scraping is evaluated on the
merits of mechanical objectivity.
Expert interventions are imposed in the visualization process to simplify and filter, in order to
direct the viewer to the perspectives of the author, and also to highlight patterns in the data in a way that
can be understood by the act of looking. These interventions of trained judgment most often appear where
interfaces are built so that users can gain entry to the data through specifically design entry points and
pathways. The designer of interfaces determines these interventions. The interface elements of menus,
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hierarchical relationships, tagging, search, or filtering checklists, are all organization mechanisms for the
data itself. These represent the perspective of the author and strongly influence the perspective of users by
limiting the ways in which they access datasets.
Competing notions of objectivity in communicating information are not unique in facing ever
increasing levels of abstraction and mediation, the contention of these values have been closely studied in
the history of scientific representation. Within the same visualization, we strive to communicate
identifiable characteristics that can be universalized to aid understanding of other subjects, at the same
time we seek automated objectivity in the form of data that is as true to its sources as possible. However,
the reading of such data within the framework of recognizable signs also involves being guided by the
filtering mechanisms and perspectives of authors necessarily involved in bring datasets down to size.
Each value's stake in visualization affects its final output and the economy of each representation is
constructed of these three values. The historicization of competing notions of representation allows us a
more complete picture of the ways in which the production and reception of representations are guided.
Returning to our protagonist from the boxout above, with the aid of photography, Worthington
continued his experiments and became a pioneer in the field of high-speed photography. He also went on
to compile one of the most comprehensive early works on liquid collision dynamics, published in 1906 as
A Study ofSplashes9 . This work is based on photographic records rather than his earlier hand drawn
images. Along with photographs of splash drops, Worthington also details his apparatus for recording.
Prominently displayed in his published work are illustrations of the machinery he has constructed to
record splash drops automatically with photography. Worthington used the record of his apparatus to
reinforce and validate the authenticity of his findings. For Worthington, in order for imagery to project the
value of mechanical objectivity, the apparatus and methods utilized to produce such imagery also must
project that same objective value.
9 Worthington, A. M. A Study of Splashes,. London: Longmans, Green, and, 1908. Print. 1-14.
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Figure 8. Worthington diagram of recording device. In Worthington's work, several such indications of
the value through apparatus are included alongside findings.
Source: Worthington, 1908, 7.
Worthington's conversion is expressed aptly by his utilization of diagrams of apparatus. Those
who work with data today also do this in order to provide transparency into the processes. The goal of
providing such transparency is to make the data driven narratives we later tell more believable, and it is a
practice exhibited by Worthington. The mechanism of this demonstration of apparatus is a standard
practice that is continued today in scientific laboratories. This juxtaposition of apparatus and content can
be effectively translated into interface and spatial components of visualization.
Elements of the graphical interface such as visual hierarchies, filters, and menus are dictated by
the modes of discourse utilized by the author. In this sense they are neither purely decorative nor stylistic,
they can serve to provide transparency into the dataset's organizing principles and underlying ideologies.
Transparency into data processes and sources is a central concern for information driven projects. The
ability to convey values held by the author visually by representing the processes and apparatus used to
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establish scientific facts alongside the facts themselves serves as a historical precedent for the design of
interfaces.
2.2 Quantitative and Qualitative Layering in Visualization Process
Traditionally, information visualization has been the domain of quantitative data. Qualitiative
applications of information visualization, such in the digital humanities, are seen as mere adaptations
from their original purposes in the sciences. However, both qualitative data and quantitative tasks of
interpreting data visually can benefit from beings seen through the lens of narrative non-fiction. This
integration of narrative implies a systematic approach to interpretation that is deeply beneficial to the
communication of information. The practices of qualitative and quantitative assessment - ways of seeing
and counting - can be found to work in conjunction with each other throughout history. Through the
examination of two cases, one from the history of astronomy, and another from a contemporary
computational data visualization system, we can identify a unified process which relies on layers of
quantitative analysis and qualitative interpretations to communicate patterns and knowledge through
visualizing data.
Looking and Counting in the History ofAstronomy
The history of astronomy is full of data challenges. Astronomic observation places extraordinary
demand on technologies and methodologies of recording, representation and coordination. The size of the
data recorded in astronomic observation also changes the dynamics of participants and processes of
working with data. To examine one case, let us consider the "Carte du Ciel,"10 initiated in 1887, which
was one of the first global astronomy projects. The goal of the project was to allow observatories across
Europe to photograph the sky and assemble the results into a cohesive and comprehensive map of the sky.
The need to coordinate between observatories on a global scale necessitated the standardization of the
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10 Meaning "Map of the Sky"
material (photographic equipment, chemical composition for photo development) and the procedural
(documentation procedures, and data collection methods). In order to compose a coherent image out of
parts assembled from very different settings, the focal length and exposure times as well as chemical
process of photography had to be identical. Furthermore, photographs had to be formatted according to
the form distributed by the project's organizers (Figure 9) so that aggregation of the more than 22,000
resulting images that resulted could be placed together in relation to the coordinates of the sky they cover.
Image Cataloguing Form for the Carte Photographique du Ciel
Figure 9. Image entry form shows the uniform entry method of catalogue images.
Source: The Carte du Ciel Enterprise, 2013
The set of procedures dictated by the "Carte du Ciel" give us two suggestions regarding the
organization and coordination of large-scale information. First, the technologies of recording, techniques
of information gathering, and the formatting of collected results all serve to drive the final output of the
data and are dependent on the scale of the project. Second, the uniform format of input into the
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aggregated database is crucial in enabling the assembly of the overall visualization (in this case a map of
the sky). The form in which each image is put provides us with a schema of the database to be assembled.
The process going from observation to the resulting sky tables on a project of this scale is very different
from the processes of observation utilized by lone astronomers in the past. A Summary of this process can
be gleaned from the documentation of the "Carte du Ciel." It is much more complex and presents a
different procedural order than that of an astronomer making observations through the telescope and
recording the findings on paper.
Production Process of Carte du Ciel Project
Steps
Plan scope and goal of overall project
Produce standardized recording instruments and procedures
Disseminate protocols and methods for recording
Coordinated recording of sky
Formatting and aggregation of images
Extraction of quantitative data from material record
Creation of findings based on data
Submission of findings in uniform table format
Summarizing of aggregated findings
Presenting and disseminating findings to observatories
Findings put to use as references in future observations
Figure 10. The research process of the Carte du Ciel gleaned from historical accounts (Aubin, Bigg & Sibum,
2010).
The project's size and scope drove changes in the field of study in terms of structures within the
communities conducting research. The physical materialization of massive numbers of images shifted the
social organization of work in observatories. The interpretation of this imagery required a new division of
labor between manual and expert tasks. The counting of stars in images were manual activities often
conducted by women who are deemed unskilled, while analysis of their quantitative results were assigned
to those with higher level knowledge of astronomy. Most significantly, this shift in the division of labor
provided a clear image of transition between image-based infonnation of the photograph and the
quantitative evaluation of their contents. The photographs were no longer the primary artifacts of
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perception, rather the primary artifact was the information they held expressed through quantitative
measurements of repetitiveness and sequence.
This general transition from pure image to integrated imagistic and logical modes of conducting
research is reflected in representation, and is a fundamental distinction in the visualization of information.
The photographic documentation of stars resides firmly within a tradition where the fidelity of images to
the original phenomenon is highly valued. This type of research depends on records of ever-increasing
levels of accuracy offered by the advancement of technologies. Its goal is to describe the objects being
observed with all of their flaws, irregularities, and complexity.
On the other hand, the task faced by the scientists as they aggregated the images was quantitative.
The extraction of patterns and scientific findings relied on a statistical approach, and were quantitatively
selective. The quantitative analysis of images necessitated both reduction and abstraction, integral parts of
the information visualization practices to this day. As not only the size but also the detail and dimensions
of data increase, today's researchers and developers are also increasingly subject to statistical endings.
However, they are not without the interference of qualitative interpretations and human acts of looking.
Visualization implicates both methods in its process of production and presentation.
The transition from quantitative to qualitative and back to a hybrid of both in the course of the astronomy
project reflects the cycle of layering quantitative analysis with qualitative interpretations of data at
different stages in order to propel comprehension of the original phenomena forward. In the final usage of
the astronomy table, the quantitative and abstract logic of the sky is combined with the user's direct view
of it in order to make sense of the subject of observation.
The Quantitative and Qualitative in Contemporary Practice of Information Visualization
Contemporary visualization processes also posses this combination of quantitative and qualitative
layering. There are many variations on the process going from data to visualization. However, it is
important to note that the "raw data" we use as the starting point to our visualization process is often
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already a quantified abstraction of the original phenomenon being portrayed". Even so, the processes still
requires the negotiation of many quantitative and qualitative layering in order to proceed. One example of
the process of going from data to visualization is described in Figure 11.
Ben Fry's Process of Visualization (Fry, 2007)
Step Description
Acquire Obtain the data, whether from a file on a disk or a source over a network
Parse Provide some structure for the data's meaning, and order it into categories
Filter Remove all but the data of interest
Mine Apply methods from statistics or data mining as a way to discern patterns or
place the data in mathematical context
Represent Choose a basic visual model, such as a bar graph, list, or tree
Refine Improve the basic representation to make it clearer and more visually engaged
Interact Add methods for manipulating the data or controlling what features are visible.
Figure 11. Ben Fry's outline of the data visualization process begins one step after direct observation
and ends with designing interactions to the final representation. ( Fry, 2007, 5)
For some data visualizers, the acquisition of data begins at a quantitative level - the formatting of
collected statistics or the extraction of subsets of relevant data from a larger system (Fry, 2007, 7).
However, the parsing of data, which is an act of classification, is one open to interpretation. Classification
and categorization "purport to preserve the form of things as they occur in the world (Fry, 2007, 5)." The
act of classification in this case allows the author of the visualization to impose a first layer of perspective
through the selection of one type of classification over another. The application of classifications is a
qualitative assessment of data. The filtering of data further sharpens the author's perspective by only
maintaining information of interest in the story. At the end of this stage in the process, the author has
narrowed the data down to the context of the story he or she will tell. Once the qualitative selection of
context has been made through the parsing and filtering stages, quantitative measurements are applied to
the data in order to draw out statistical patterns, which are key components in construct the constructions
of narratives. This is a further focusing of the data, as highlighted patterns compose the core of the central
story, and other possibilities of storylines within the data are disregarded. Finally, the construction of the
" In the process described by Fry, "acquire" is not obtained from direct observation.
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final representation or story begins. A mode and form is chosen for the story where another layer of the
perspective of the author is imposed on the information through its visual form. In addition of interactive
elements serve to further draw the viewer into the narrative constructed by allowing engagement along
the selected axis of interaction. For example, the filtering of data through the use of a menu or checklist
allows the user to see the differences and connections between the predetermined groupings within a
dataset, and investigate these comparisons within the course that the author has already set.
Quantitative and Qualitative Layering
The processes described by both the "Carte du Ciel" and in Ben Fry's contemporary work utilize
the layering of quantitative and qualitative methods in order to propel the process of visualization forward
in order to reconstruct the findings of the original data or phenomenon within the mind of the viewer. The
visualization of information includes these analytic and interpretative aspects regardless of the objective
or subjective values projected by the final product. This distinction made between the quantitative and
qualitative in practice is prefigured by the early projects of astronomy where massive amounts of data
drove both the physical and procedural apparatus of observation, coordination and presentation of
information.
The settings within which this layering occurs are much more fluid because the utilities of
aggregating, classifying, analyzing, and sometimes representing data can now be found in single
visualization tools such as spreadsheet software. Specialized tools geared towards networks facilitate this
process of both looking and counting. However integrated the quantitative and qualitative actions are, it is
important to recognize the layering of two aspects as a process through which the crystallization of ideas
occurs alongside the process of refinement. The necessity of drawing two methods together is an




The process of information visualization is not one of simple representation. Rather, it is a series
of investigative procedures through which the visualizer gains insight into the data through the acts of
parsing, organizing, filtering, and representing. A process of going from data to image is not
automatically investigative. In order for visualizations to be productive tools for the investigative process,
we must sufficiently answer the questions being asked of data graphically. We must make considerations
to match the line of questioning to the axis of representation, and the grain size of graphical elements to
basic units of measurements. This integrated process of investigation and representation is best seen in the
works of John Snow, whose maps of the cholera epidemic can illuminate several important principles in
information visualization.
One of the earliest and most prominent examples in which graphical representation serves as a
investigative and argumentation tool is a series of maps produced by John Snow in 1855 during the height
of a series of cholera outbreaks in London. For Snow, who produced his maps based on first person
interviews with households in the epidemic area to populate a geographical plotting of death tolls, image
making was a part of the learning process. Snow was able to pinpoint the origins of the epidemic as the
water supply at Broad Street by critically thinking about the map he created (Figure 12).
However, Snow's work does not end with these representations. He then iterated through
different types of graphical representations of deaths, placing them in different ways until his findings on
the origin of the disease could be communicated clearly to the city council. Despite the limited data size,
and the visual simplicity of the representations themselves, the map of London Snow created established
for the modern visualizer a set of practices that remains valuable.
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John Snow's Map of London Cholera Epidemic
Figure 12. John Snow's Cholera Map of 1855 (Michigan State University John Snow Archive and
Research Companion, 2013)
Given the prominence of Snow's map, it is a little known fact that John Snow was not the first to
create cartographic representations of the disease in order to study its spreading. Dr. Robert Baker created
the first known map of cholera in 1833 based on an outbreak in Leeds. (Friendly, 2000, 27) Baker also
similarly plotted the number of deaths in each area against the city map of Leeds, however his map failed
to pinpoint the origins of the disease.
Baker's map plotted the deaths based on the preexisting boundaries of city districts, which
contained distinctions roughly aligned with the class status of neighborhoods. He used the neighborhoods
rather than households as the smallest units of representation, ignoring the fact that residents often travel
across those boundaries for their water supplies. The primary difference between the maps of Baker and
Snow shows that not all graphical representations of investigative material are themselves part of the
process of investigations.
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Robert Baker's map of Leeds
Figure 13. Robert Baker's Map of Leeds was made in 1833. Source: British Library Digital Archive".
As a result of Baker's exclusion of human behavior, and the inappropriate grain size at which the
data was presented, Baker's map prevented him from reaching a more satisfying conclusion. Graphical
representations not only have to match the investigative content, but also the methods and scale of
investigative lines of questioning. Snow's mapping approach was developed based on a method of
determining zones of the city dynamically through resident behavior. On Snow's map, the individual unit
of representation was households, which shared a common water source. The map was summarized by a
larger grained plotting by the shared use of water pumps rather than the boundaries of districts or
neighborhoods. (Johnson, 2006)
John Snow's investigative approach has been echoed much later within Ben Shneiderman's
contemporary approach to information visualization, in which "understanding often comes through the act
of representation (Card, Mackinlay & Shneiderman, 1999)." In order for this understanding to occur,
considerations of scale type, grain size, and axis must be considered as part of the question, not simply of
12 http://www.bl.uk/leaming/images/makeanimpact/publichealth/large 1 2727.html
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the representation. Shneiderman approach can be seen as an adaptation of Snow's steps as three purposes
fulfilled by the same visualization process: exploration, confirmation, and presentation. Although these
tasks are conceptually distinct from each other, in practice they are often indistinguishable. This blending
is especially true of interactive processes and outputs of visualization where visual feedback of data input
is often immediate, and manipulations of data reflected live in the representations.
The investigative process and the critical analysis of data have historically been integrated with
the process of representation. However, not all representations succeed in actively engaging this process.
In order for us to engage in this crucial process of investigation and analysis as information visualizers, it
is important to account for the relationship between the data size and representational scale. It is also
useful to bear in mind the that methods of classification and coordinating that are embedded with a line
of questioning that comes from the theory of the author based on data. The principle could be stated
succinctly as: the data alone tells us nothing.
2.4 Statistical Language
The information visualization uses languages that are both statistical and graphical. The historical
periodization marking the chronological boundary between graphical innovation and statistical rigor has
made a long lasting impression of opposition between the two aspects of visualization 3 . This has in turn
influenced many current explorations in information visualization. In viewing graphical and statistical
languages as opposing forces, much work has been done to establish subgenres of visualization that lies
on a spectrum bookended by the artistic and the scientific (Figure 14; Lau and Moere, 2007).
Spectrum of Artistic versus Scientific Visualization
No data Tight connection with data
- full artistic freedom - more artistic constraints
- less representative of data - representative of data
Figure 14. Andrea Lau and Andrew Vande Moere's conceptual model of collaboration and intergration.
Source: Lau and Moere, 2007.
13 See "Appendix B Information Visualization Annotated Bibliography" in entry for Friendly.
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By considering information visualization as creative nonfiction, I argue for an alternative to this
spectrum. I do so by arguing for a non-oppositional structure between these two primary languages of
statistics and graphics. If we look at a larger history of utilization and innovation in information
visualization, we can see a different way of portraying the relationship between the graphical and the
statistical that is more constructive to information visualization practices today. Although it can be said
that a decline in graphical innovation has coincided with the rise of utilization of statistical methods, it
could also be argued that the relationship between the graphical and statistical is less oppositional than
"seasonal." Periods of relative rare innovation could be characterized by the dissemination and
proliferation of methods rather than invention (Friendly 2007, 37). As a result the relationship signals a
dynamic between more aesthetically and statistically driven representations in which each serves to test
and examine the other in a constructive way.
The visual rhetoric of today's interactive information visualizations can be effectively understood
through the lens of considering maps, atlases, and diagrams of the past. For example, William Playfair is
attributed with have invented many of the graphical forms we use in information visualization today. His
works spans between the years 1785 and 1820, and are contained in roughly twenty published volumes of
graphs and charts on various topics. Many of the innovations in Playfair's work can be seen in the
Commercial and Political Atlas and Statistical Breviary published in 1801. Among the most notable are
the time series bar charts that he created on subjects of national concern such as debt and trade. The data
Playfair graphed were widely used in table form prior to Playfair's intervention, however in presenting
the information as graphical representations, Playfair is said to have invented information visualization as
the graphical language of statistical thinking (Friendly and Denis, 2000).
Despite its primary contribution in integrating statistics and graphics, Playfair's work is
characterized by its aesthetic flair as well. Playfair's work marks a golden age for innovations in graphical
representation. This period of innovation, which spans from the late 1700s to the beginning of the
twentieth century also gave rise to the works of John Snow, Charles Joseph Minard, Florence
Nightingale, among others. It is end is marked by the "Modern Dark Ages" in statistical graphics
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(Friendly and Denis, 2000). The rise of probabilistic and increasingly quantitative methods in the social
sciences is said to have had debilitating effects on graphical representations.
The appearances of more frequent graphical innovations were revived in the mid twentieth
century in two major publications from opposite sides of the Atlantic. In 1977, John Tukey published
Exploratory Data Analysis, which presented an outline for the future for data representations that
effectively engage the complexity of computer driven data analytics. His innovations included the stem-
leaf plots, box plots, and hanging rootograms, all of which extended the potential of visualizations to
express principles of probability and uncertainty (Tukey, 1977). In France, Jacques Bertin brought
statistical analysis to the graphical representation of geographical data with Semiology of Graphics.
Furthermore, he also defined the graphical system of statistical representation as a monosemic language
system. The significance of individual language elements are known before being viewed in conjunction
with data or each other. Bertin placed within each visual component the four elements, of representational
form, quantity, variability, and organizational placement (Bertin, 1983).
Furthermore, Bertin also constructed a hierarchy of perception for the physical characteristics of
graphical elements. These are position, length, angle, area, volume, and color. Each of these elements
was matched within a hierarchy of perception evaluated by most noticeable or best information transfer to
least. Bertin's hierarchy of physical characteristics serves as the basis of the Cleveland-Mcgill hierarchy
of perception 14, which is widely used in the design of information today. Bertin's work succeeded in tying
together the elements of statistics, vision and cognitive perception to the representation of information.
This contribution served to provide a language through which a larger population could visualization
information, and at the same time created specificity in the interpretation of the graphical elements used.
Such work highlights the principle that graphical and statistical languages for information should be seen
for their productive synergies, rather than as opposite approaches.
14 The Cleveland-Mcgill hierarchy of perception is a mapping of the order in which changes in graphical qualities




Works of creative nonfiction are deceivingly complex - they not only require knowledge of the
facts, but also have to communicate that fact with a specific approach and understanding. They are not
purely creative, but are driven by personal choices in order to reach their ultimate goal is to convey
information. Historical examples, such as I have illustrated above, allow contemporary information
visualization system designers to clarify and contextualize their current practices and the concepts that
drive those practices. Historical examples can serve to illustrate the importance of drawing principled
connections between contemporary practices and their roots in prior explorations. Such principles can, as
I have demonstrated with my four principles of (1) negotiating of varying types of objectivity, (2)
layering quantitative analysis with qualitative interpretation, (3) considering the parallel relationship
between investigative and visualization processes, and (4) thinking both graphically and statistically,
articulate important considerations for successful information visualization system design. Successul
systems, in my opinion, are those that convey system-oriented, encyclopedia, and/or multivariate
information in forms that support narrative thinking. These principles derived from the examination above
inspired the following experiments Comparative Trajectory Graphs of the Royal Society discussed in the
following chapter.
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3 The Royal Society Network: Design-based Research
In order to demonstrate the arguments made in this thesis and to generate new insights, I have
constructed a series of experimental information visualizations alongside the process of writing and
research. This chapter presents these experiments along with background on the contents of this dataset.
These experiments contain three iterations of visualizations produced with a system I call the Royal
Society Network (due to its horizontal tornado-like appearance). The first visualizations presented are
composed of still images, the subsequent visualizations are interactive and web-based.
3.1 Impetus
The significance of using the Royal Society's membership records as a case study data is that it is
a prominent historical data set in which one can trace patterns in the development of academic disciplines.
In other words, narratives of historical trends such as the rise and decline of academic disciplines in the
sciences can be presented through visualizing this data. Narratives of the development of disciplines in
larger scientific communities can perhaps also be captured through the lens of the Royal Society's
membership. Established in 1660, The Royal Society of London for Improving Natural Knowledge is the
oldest scientific academy in continuous existence. Its continuous history and the many significant
contributions that its members have made throughout its existence provide it with a central place in the
scientific community.15 The Royal Society claims many prominent scientists as its members. Members
have also been recognized by many international scientific awards. Since the Nobel Prize's establishment
in 1901, Royal Society members have accounted for roughly a third of the total 863 winners. The length
and continuous nature of the Royal Society's history, which are reflected in its meticulous archives makes
" Information about the society are primarily from http://royalsociety.org/ the society's official website.
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it not only an especially interesting subject to visualize, but importantly, it is also a subject with reliable
records.
The first image of the Royal Society I came across was a diagram of its disciplinary
organization16 . The current society has 11 sections or committees of specialization from mathematics to
health and human sciences (Figure 15 right). However, in 1660 at the society's foundation, the
disciplinary distinctions within the society were very different. The earliest documented organization is
the sections or chairs listed at the time of the society's founding in 1660 (Figure 15 left).
Disciplinary Organizations of the Royal Society in 1660 and in 2013
1660 2013
Astronomy Mathematics, Computer Science
Divinity Pure and applied
Geometry Astronomy and Physics
Law including theoretical physics and applied physics
Music Chemistry
Physics applied chemistry, theoretical chemistry
Rhetoric Engineering
technology, instrumentation, materials, science, experimental fluid dynamics
Earth Sciences
and physical environmental sciences
Biology
Biochemistry, structural, biology and molecular cell biology.
Developmental biology
genetics (excluding population genetics), immunology and microbiology (except
medical microbiology)
Anatomy, physiology and neurosciences
Organismal, evolutionary and ecological science
including soils and agriculture
Health and human sciences
Figure 15. Two different organizations of the Royal Society can be found at its founding and today.
Source: The Record of the Royal Society of London for the Promotion of Natural Knowledge, 1940;
royalsociety.org, 2013
The two organizations presented in Figure 15 are very different pictures of what scientific pursuit
is, implicitly revealing not only how the Royal Society evaluates scientific merit, but also to a degree the
disciplinary compositions of scientific communities at large. The tracing of changes between these two
organizational structures could potentially provide insight into the origins of particular modern day
16 A class project initiated in the "Networks and its Applications" course surrounding the network of Charles Darwin
introduced me to the history of the Royal Society of which Darwin was a member.
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scientific specializations, but also tell us of the demise of particular pursuits within the scientific
community. It is productive to treat disciplinary boundaries not as lines of division, but rather to cast
these separations and divergences as points of interest.
The drawing together of organizational structures from different periods in time continues to be
important as the society continues to evolve in its composition. This evolution of composition is reflected
as scientific communities forge relationships with both industry and academia in novel ways. In the most
recent development, the Royal Society announced the election of eight new industry fellows for the year
2013 aimed at connecting industry and academia, signaling another shift in its membership
demographics 7 .
I argue that it is important and telling to portray these shifts in scientific community for two
reasons. The first is that the disciplinary compositions of scientific societies, as well as the connections
made between scientific disciplines are fundamental forces that shape the landscape of science. The result
of portraying these forces allows us to gain insight into scientific practices at different moments in
history. The second is to include the idea of scientific biography in the overview shape of scientific fields.
The history of science brings together the elements of theory, experimentation, material
apparatus, and also a narrative of progress. The detachment of biographical studies of scientists from the
science they conduct is seen as a key to maintain notions of objectivity and integrity. Scientific identity is
often spoken of as having separate components of science and biography. This can be seen in the structure
of many biographical works on scientists where technical descriptions of the science they practice is
relegated to separate chapters or not included.
In the Royal Society Network, scientists' recommendations of others for membership in the
Royal Society are historically traceable links that, in aggregate, also reflect the emergences of scientific
fields and subfields. These aggregations necessarily include relationships of both personal and
professional nature. The resulting visualization then casts a biographical perspective on scientific
17 Article in Royal Society website announcing election of industry fellows: http://royalsociety.org/news/2013/eight-
new-industry-fellowships/
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communities, and how science is practiced in history. The evolutionary relationship within-and the
biographical nature of-scientific communities are the two central themes of the story told by the
following visualizations.
3.2 Data
This section provides an overview of the dataset from the Royal Society, its dimensions, forms,
and organization. There are approximately 7,000 records (nominated fellows) in this collection between
1731 and 1962. The records in total hold the signatures of roughly 55,000 signatures of proposers.
The Records
The visualization experiments are based on the set of election records for fellows entering the
society. They have been made public by the society and kept in a searchable chronological digital
archive 8 . The entirety of this set of records range from the dates 1731 to 2013, however only the records
between 1731 and 1962 have been made public. The records between 1963 and the present are subject to
a fifty-year closure period during which names of proposers are not made public.
The record content is composed of two parts, the reasons for which the candidate is nominated,
and the signatures of the existing fellows in support of the election (Figure 16). The records are presented





Facsimile of Original Record of Election for Hieronymus Guitini
Figure 16. One example of a election record. It is the first record in the collection in this set, from 1731. Source:
Royal Society Digital Archives' 9
Transcription of Record of Election for Hieronymus Guitini
Citation A Noted Physician at Florence. Eminent for his knowledge in Natural & Experimental Philosophy: he hath
published Several Learned Treatises, one in particular intituled 'Lettera Scientifica intorno alla cagione de'
Terremoti Scritta dal Dottore Girolamo Giuntini Medico Fisico. all'Illustrissimo Signore Cavaliere Giuseppe
Ridolfi in Firenze 1730 in 4to'. He is recommended to be a fellow of the Royal Society of London in Letters
from Sr Thos Dereham Bart FRS and from Dr Michael Angelus Tilli FRS and is now propounded to be a fellow
of the Same by us, Whose Names are Underwritten. this 25th of February 1731
Proposers Hans Sloane: Croml Mortimer; P Collinson; Isaac Rand
Person Key Giuntini; Hieronymus (- 1744)
Figure 17. The transcribed content includes all the text on the original document, in the order
they are presented. Source: Royal Society Digital Archives20
19 Record 1, Hieronymus Guintini,
http://royalsociety.org/DServe/dserve.exe?dsqlni=Dserve.ini&dsqApp=Archive&dsqDb=Catalog&dsqCmd=show.t




The society's evolving structure between the two different organizations can be visualized by
way of its internal recommendation and election system. By representing the scientists' recommendations
of each other as a fundamental unit of force in this scientific community, a snapshot of the state of
different disciplines within science is made to interact in the context of a network. The resulting graph
will aid our understanding of the evolution within and between different disciplines of science historically
while also utilizing the biographical nature of both professional and personal relationships. In posing the
expandability and flexibility of the data schema as a fundamental principle for design, the information
design is very simple and straightforward.
Information Design
The comparative trajectories experiment I present here use the life of the scientist fellow as the
basic unit for visualization in the form of a node. Nodes carry the information of fellows such as their
occupation, reason for election (contributions cited in the record of election), texts they are mentioned in,
prizes, and dates of birth, death, and election. Certain election information resides in the nodes for
efficiency reasons. The node qualities are expandable with additional data and displayed according the
filters used in particular visualizations. In addition, nodes also carry information of measurement within
the network such as their degree, centrality, and membership of subgroups.
Links between two nodes carry the recommendation relationship between two scientists. Links
are additionally encoded with the order in which the recommendation signature appears in the record. The
relationships between recommenders and nominated fellows are the primary structure of the network.
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Hieronymus Giuntini's Record of Election in Network Layout
Figure 18. For the example of Hieronymus Giuntini, the information from the record presented in Figure
16 and Figure 17 result in this segment of visualization.
3.3 Process
The process of implementing visualizations in my experiments can be summarized in the
following steps. The technological tools used in the process of constructing these visualizations can be
found in Appendix A.
Step 1. Data collection
I conducted the initial extraction, storage, and organization of data using a Python script that I
authored. Alex Goncalves21 performed the complete download of the data using Java (Appendix A). In
both cases, the data downloaded included the fields as seen on the transcribed record: name, citation, date
of election, and names of proposers.
Step 2. Initial data analysis and research - story origin
I conducted research on the Royal Society and its nomination process using the Royal Society's
own records online and a history of the society by Henry Lyons (1940). Disciplines of the fellows were
taken from Wikipedia's database of the Royal Society and integrated with the records. Initial assessments
of frequency and classification are made based on initial visualizations in the form of histograms.
2 Alex Goncalves is a software engineer who is currently a graduate student in the Comparative Media Studies S.M.
Program at MIT. His java code can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 19. The top 50 proposers in the society are displayed in this graph. The most popular is Thomas Birch, who
nominated 217 fellows. He is followed by Martin Folkes at 148.







Figure 20. The most supported fellow is Robert Bromfield with 37 proposers. Most fellows are elected
with between five and eight proposers.
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Based on this initial research, I formulated initial questions defined on the dimensions of the
dataset. The most popular nominees, most frequent proposers, prominence of professions were identified
using a python script that listed the frequency of appearance of each name.
Step 3. Using isolated data, identify the style, form, and technology appropriate to tell story
Based on the initial observations of community and the goal to connect two organizational
structures of the Royal Society, a network graph was determined to be the best form to present data. The
goal to connect two different types of organization through a recommendation system is best answered by
network graphs. Gephi 22 is the most robust tool for this data because of its ability to accommodate for the
size of the data, and the numerous network measurements that are built into the software. Using Python
and regular expressions to format the data, a base network graph was created.
Step 4. Highlighting lines of inquiry, themes, ideas that are central to story and reflect these highlights
visually through visualization or interface elements.
Based on the overview of visualization produced by above step, more detailed observations
visible through the user of highlighting, filtering, and interface design. In this case where we asked the
questions of birth and death of disciplines and how they drive the dynamics in the larger network, our first
step is to distinguish between fellows belonging to different disciplines. Disciplinary groupings are color
coded and made selectable in the interactive interface. Multiple versions with different filtering were
produced.
22 Gephi, an open source network visualization software can be found at: https://gephi.org/
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3.4 Royal Society Network Iteration 1: Still Visualizations
Part 1 Base Graphs
This series of graphs are the basic constructions of which subsequent color-coding build upon.
Overview Straight Links
Figure 21. Base Graph Straight Links Only
When the records are put together, they form the base graph using approximately 7000 nodes and
55000 links. The graph is constructed in Gephi using the force atlas layout. The graph is chronological
from left to right. This layout algorithm uses attraction and repulsion as proportional to the distance
between nodes. In this network graph, as time progresses, the graph gets both bigger and more dispersed.
The following Royal Society Network visualizations present step by step steps in constructing the base
graph and the various steps of filtering and manipulation in order to answer the questions of disciplinary
evolution in this scientific committee.
Overview Nodes Only
Figure 22. Base Graph Nodes Only
Using the same distribution, when only nodes are visible, we can see that the nodes are close
together earlier in the graph. This is accounted for by the higher density of recommendations in the earlier




Figure 23. Base Graph Weighted and Color-coded Nodes Only
The higher level of interconnectedness in the earlier parts of the society is more visible in this
weighted node view where the node sizes are determined by their degrees. The more links or
recommendations a fellow gives or receives, the larger the node they are represented by.
Overview Links Only
Figure 24. Base Graph Links Only
The links are curved based on the original distribution in order to make the shape and inner
components of the network more clearly visible without distorting the original shape of the network.
Overview Nodes and Links
Figure 25. Base Graph with Color-coded and Weighted Nodes
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The series of visualizations in part one above illustrate a pattern emerging from the network's
chronology. As seen in the combination of weighted nodes and overall shape of the links making up the
network, the number of connections is higher in the earlier part of the network, while the lack of
connections contributes to the dispersion of the shape to the later part. This phenomenon can be explained
as the lesser occurrence of inter-recommendations in the later part of the network.
Part 2 Color-coded Disciplines
Based on the previous group of visualizations, we can now ask if disciplinarily is a contributing
factor by looking at the disciplinary trajectories that travel across the length of the network. This is done
by color-coding increasingly smaller subsets of disciplines in order to define different types of trends. The
length of individual colors across the network illustrates the longevity of particular disciplines. This series
of graphs start with the larger distinction between liberal arts and sciences, and then develops more
refined separations of color for subgroups within these two larger groups. For liberal arts, two disciplines
- law and politics - are highlighted because they are found in the original charter of the Royal Society
and accounted for the professions of a significant segment of early members. For further distinctions
within the sciences, basic color-coding according to the modem organizational structure of the Royal
Society is used.
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Liberal Arts, Politics, Law, Social
Sciences, Art, Design
Other
Figure 26. Liberal Arts and Sciences Overview
Using the disciplinary information in the dataset, the data are put into two categories of liberal
arts and sciences. The black areas indicate cases where a profession or discipline could not be determined.
As the graph shows, the majority of the fellows belong to the sciences. This should not be surprising
considering the aims of the Royal Society. However, we can also see that there is an overwhelming
amount of humanities scholars in yellow in the earlier section of the graph. This graph illustrates two
points. First, the main component of makeup in the society's membership changes from liberal arts to
sciences as time goes on. Second, the dispersion in the shape of the network are covered in green and








Figure 27. Distinctions within the Sciences
This graph is the more detailed color-coding of the green section in the previous image. The
color-coding of disciplinary trajectories are very linear and lay horizontal across the network. This shows
the separation between the disciplines. We can see that colors run linear and parallel to each other without
many intersections. This describes disciplinary trajectories that are fairly separate from each other. This
separation accounts for the shape of the network, as fewer interconnections will allow the force directed
graph to spread out. This also illustrates the phenomenon of specialization and stronger disciplinary




Figure 28. Mathematics and Biological Sciences
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The extremes of the previous graph are presented here. This image shows that the fellows whose





Figure 29. Law and Politics Professions Color-coded
In the non-science portion of the network, law and politics were particularly salient examples of
disciplines in decline. Although politicians remain in the network still today, very few fellows can be
found whose primary profession is law. This presents a drastic shift from the original organization of the
society, the original definition of "natural knowledge" included both law and politics as a crucial part of
the society.
Part 3 Charles Darwin
Using the example of Charles Darwin, this series of visualizations focus on trajectories of a
different kind. The indexes of works of history are mined for names, and when royal society members
appear, they are represented in the graph. The goal of this series of Royal Society Network graphs is to
present comparisons between works of history that are relevant to the Royal Society network.
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Base Graph with Darwin
Figure 30. Base Graph with Charles Darwin Node Highlighted
To begin this series of visualizations based on personal and professional relationships surround
Charles Darwin, he is highlighted as a node in the Royal Society Network.
Janet Brown: The Power of Place
Figure 31. Graph of Janet Brown's Power of Place Characters
Janet Brown's biography of Charles Darwin is one of the most comprehensive works on Darwin.
When individuals in The Power of Place appear in the Royal Society Network, they are colored in red.
The resulting area spans before and after Darwin because the biography includes both Darwin's
predecessors and his legacy.
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Peter Dear The Intelligibility of Nature
Figure 32. Graph of Peter Dear's The Intelligibility of Nature Characters
In an identical process as the previous sketch, scientists in Peter Dear's work are colored in green
when they appear in the Royal Society Network. It is interesting to note that Dear's characters do not
appear in the biological science area of the network. It is also important to note that the characters in
green in this network are evenly spaced chronologically.
Exploded View of Layers
Figure 33. Separation of Layers for Charles Darwin Graph
It is a unique ability for comparative graphs to point out that each project in the history of science
is both comprehensive and highly selective at the same time. The graphs present the meta-structures in
how historical information is connected by narrative relationships. In addition to comparing structures,
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these graphs can also serve to highlight coverage and oversights of a particular corpus when additional
works are added.
Part 4 Individuals
This series of Royal Society Network visualizations focuses on smaller narratives by highlighting
special professions across time. Utilizing the networked quality of the graph, the in and out links of
individuals are examined to gain insight into the time periods they worked.
Statisticians
Figure 34. Graph of Statisticians

















Figure 35. In and Out Links of Statisticians
Statisticians are an interesting group because their links have diverse professions. Their























in conjunction with other professionals. What they measured with statistical methods at different periods
in time also allows us to see what is worth being measured at those times. For example, John Sinclair
worked with policy making and tax collection, and politics was the main profession reflected in the group
of fellows that he was recommended by and also in the group he proposed. Thomas Tooke's work was
associated with the building of the railroad system in Great Britain, and his out links reflect civil
engineering, politics, finance, as well as social and educational reform. Thomas Graham Balfour's work
was related to statistical epidemiology, occurring around the time of a series of cholera outbreaks, as
reflected by his links.
Financiers of Science
Figure 36. Graph of Financiers and Patrons
Other professional groups that are seen as auxiliary to pure scientific pursuits can also be
visualized in a similar way as the statisticians. With the election of a science entrepreneur in the 2012
class of fellows, the Royal Society continues its tradition of inclusion of patrons of science.
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Instrument Makers
Figure 37. Graph of Instrument Makers
Instrument makers appeared more frequently earlier in the network, raising the question of distinctions
between intellectual and manual labor in modem definitions of professions.
Part 5 Further Experiments
Using Quantitative Measurements as Building Blocks for Narrative
A key feature in Gephi and other analytical visualization tools is the inclusion of quantitative
measurements. The ways in which we assess a network's physical qualities such as interconnectedness,
influence of nodes, exclusivity of links attributed to particular nodes, centrality measures of individual
nodes or sub-graphs, as well as the shortest pathfinder between two given nodes are building blocks for
narratives. A sampling of these measurements can be found below:
Distance
Average graph-distance between all pairs of nodes. Connected nodes have distance of 1.
Diameter
Diameter is the longest graph distance between any two nodes in the network.
Betweeness Centrality
Measures how often a node appears on the shortest paths between nodes in the network.
Closeness Centrality




Maximum and minimum of links of individual nodes.
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Shortest Paths Between Nodes
One of the built-in network measurements techniques provided by Gephi is utilized to determine
the shortest paths between any two given nodes.. This is a quantitative measurement of the network,
however, it also has narrative potentials and is open to qualitative interpretations. The image below
(Figure 38) shows an example with the characters and their professions listed.
Connection Between Walter Morley Fletcher and George Ridsdale through RS Network
Benjamin CollineBrodie John Newport Langley Walter Morley Fletcher
4i William Benjamin Carpenter Meirion Thomas
Robert Brown
George Ridsdale
Figure 38. Shortest Links Example
The shortest path between George Ridsdale and Walter Morley Fletcher presents an interesting
convergence at Robert Brown. Below in their biographical information, we can further trace a storyline of
how connections between disciplines occur on a micro-history level. Robert Brown is the point of
divergence between these two branches of the graph. We can speculate that his role as the Liberian of the
Linnaean Society may have served as a key to connecting two distinct disciplines. If this is the case, it
raises an interesting question about the role of archivists, taxonomists, administrators, and liberal arts
practices in a scientific community such as the Royal Society. Does the proliferation of scientific
practitioners in the latter half of the network account for the lack of central connections and the dispersion
of the network? Do we in fact need non-scientific professions to serve as points of connection between
different scientific disciplines in a community of practitioners? Can the dispersion or lack of
interconnection be used as a way to measure the "health" of the network? If so, what kinds of
professionals can we add to this network to improve its health? These are all important questions that can
be answered by exploring this dataset interactively.
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Names and Professions of Nodes in Shortest Path Graph
Name Professional Field
Walter Morley Flpcce Anatomy; physiology; neurosciences
John Newport Langley Anatomy; physiology; neurosciences
William Benjamin Carpenter Author of Principles of General & Comparative Physiology
Benjamin Collins a Chemistry
Robert Brown Librarian of the Linnaean Society
Mrn Thomas Organismal; evolutionary; ecological science; soils; agriculture
George gd l_ Applied Mathematics
Figure 39. Shortest Path Nodes: Names and Professions
If we can speculate on the effects on the entire network by adding particular professional roles,
can we also gain insight into the community when we subtract particular professional disciplines to see its
effects?
Subtraction of Sub-graphs
No Biological Sciences - appx. 1000 nodes
Undirected Diameter: 8
Average Degree: 8.54
No Mathematics Physics Astronomy - appx. 600 nodes
Undirected Diameter: 8
Average Degree: 9.14
Figure 40. Subtraction of Biological and Mathematical Subgroups
The two graphs in Figure 40 compare the qualities of two different disciplinary sub-graphs by
taking them away from the network. The resulting changes in the measurements of the network can be
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telling of how the sub-graphs engage the entire network. In the case of the comparison above, although
there are more fellows belonging to the biological sciences, the subtraction of both subgraphs has the
same effect on the diameter of the network. This leads to the proposal that biological scientists have less
exclusive links than mathematicians, which can be examined further through statistical rather than visual
means. The altering of the network can be reflected statistically in order to make qualitative assessments
on the characteristics of subgroups of fellows.
Hybrid Forms
Figure 41. Hybrid Bar and Network Graph of Law and Politics Professionals
Both data and visual form can be combined to tell more effective stories. In the case of the law
and politics visualization from a previous iteration, the bar graph can add both interface and visualization
depth to the representation. We can use the bar graph to clarify the network, and vice versa. For example
the quantity of lawyers in a particular year can be correlated with the placement of lawyers within the
network. Additional graphs can be added to the interface as well, both the network and bar graph can
serve as navigational features to the original records in further iterations of the visualization.
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Figure 42. Nobel Laureate in Network
Nobel prize winners who are also fellows of the Royal Society are prominently displayed in the
"About Use" section of the Royal Society website (The Royal Society, 2013). However, when we look at
the history of the society in relation to the prizewinners, we see that they account for not only a very small
percentage of fellows, but also a very short period of time in the society's history. The inclusion of
additional sets of data such as prizewinners, and other national scientific communities could drastically
alter how we view the history of the Royal Society itself. When depicted as a lone network, the Royal
Society gives the impression of an authoritative community of scientists. The contributions of its
members to science are undeniable. However, if we compare the Royal Society network with other
societies and other merit based communities, it becomes apparent that prominence and historical
significance is often in the eye of the beholder. The addition of intersecting networks from other datasets
is another way comparing trajectories in historical records are expressly benefited from information
visualization.
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3.5 Royal Society Network Iteration 2: Interactive Visualization
Based on the still network graphs from section 3.4, this section constructs a second iteration of
visualizations, which are interactive. The intention for producing such interactive visualizations is to fully
exploit the affordances of interactive visualizations based on digital datasets. The aim of this iteration is
to open both the visualizations and the original dataset to a popular audience who can navigate through
the data to find individual points of interest. The set of interactive visualizations included contain the
same data as the previous still visualizations. However, they are seen differently depending on the user,
and can be toggled and filtered using a basic web-based interface 23 . This section will highlight the
overview visualizations, the interactive features, and the key screens of the project. It will conclude with
responses and a summary of results from a preliminary test conducted with a small group of users. These
visualizations can be found at: http://dataminding.org/Network8/.
Overview Screens
Views of the network graph start with an overview of the entire network, which is identical to the
non-interactive images from section 3.4. This prototype allows views of five color-coded overviews,
which are presented in the same order as the previous set of visualizations. These are displayed on the top
menu bar and include: liberal arts and sciences ("Hard vs. Soft"), law and politics, distinctions within
sciences("Biological to Mathematical"), Charles Darwin, and the Nobel Prize network.
23 Technical details of this interface can be found in Appendix A.
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Overview Screen Example: Law and Politics
Royal Society Comparative Trajectores Prototype 2
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Figure 43. Screenshot of Law and Politics Interface
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0
Navigation Features of Interactive Visualization
Feature Image of Navigation Description
* x The network is searchable by fellow name, if multiple
Search D.Wn last names such as Darwin appear, options are provided
* 1 to guide the user to the correct node.





The mouse highlights nodes and displays the name of the
Selection fellow.
niormation Pane
Additional An information panel on the right side of the screen
Information: ___ displays the original nomination record text of the fellow
Biographical . highlighted, as well as relationships of the fellow's
unsM"*oema1eU..~nfet
and ur..wen hoeooofnwwV. proposers and proposals. These connections allow the user
Relationships n"sw***'wo'.. to navigate to those related nodes from the information
anW&"e.".... .f.da" WOcia. panel
.ow Jews** IM
connecions:
Group merm 1(2401 The network can be filtered by subcategories such as
Selector Group 2(1733 discipline, which are selected through a dropdown menu.
members)
- Group 3 (859
members)
Zoom Users can zoom using buttons at the bottom of the screen to
look closer at particular sections of the network.
Figure 44. Table of Navigation Features
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Interactive Visualization Key Screens
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Figure 45. Screenshot of Highlighted Charles Darwin Links and Expanded Information Panel. The node "Charles
Darwin" is selected, enlarged, centered and its relationships seen at right.
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Group Selector
The group selector is filtered to show only the liberal arts network, which allows the user to get a
better sense of the shape of sub-graphs. Members of this sub-graph are displayed to the right. In this
selection of liberal arts professionals (in yellow), the isolation of the shape provides important insight into
the qualities of the network. The group highlighted are most concentrated in the first half of the network
(1730 - 1830).
Sub-graph of Liberal Arts Network Filtered
Royal Socety Comparatve Trajectories Prototype 2
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Figure 46. Screenshot of Highlighted Liberal Arts Fellows
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0Zoom
Close up of Law and Politics Visualization
Royal Wocery Comnpaattw Trajectories Prototype 2









Figure 47. Screenshot of Zoom Feature. The graph is zoomed in so users can get a closer look at smaller sections of
the network.
Preliminary User Testing
A survey of ten questions, which addresses the clarity of the representation, the navigation, as
well as the content, and the user's historical knowledge, was constructed as a part of the interactive
visualization. The subjects of the survey were students and staff in the MIT community, some of whom
have seen a presentation of the non-interactive material at the time of survey. No subject had prior
experience with the interactive version of the visualizations prior to survey. The survey includes both
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descriptive and numerical questions. In this initial phase of user testing, total ten requests were sent out to
test the website. Over the course of one week, eight responses were collected. Additional unsolicited
responses to the visualization in general where collected from emails received from unknown visitors to
the website24
Questions, Answer Structure, and Summary of Results
Questions and Prompts Answer Type Summary of Results
Please complete this after you have seen and used NA NA
the prototype for at least 5 minutes (or clicked on
some things)
Were you able to navigate this visualization easily? Scale from 1 to 5 3
"not at all" to "yes,
easily" 2
How many items did you click on? Numerical Entry Between 5 and 20
Did you learn anything about the Royal Society Text Entry Shows size, progression, time,
from this visualization? segmentations, clustering by
profession, interconnections,
relationships disparate at end
What did you want to know about the Royal Text Entry Needs more guidance, explanation




competitors of society, society's
actual disciplines, dates of
induction, sample nodes to click
on. "Feels a little like data dump"
Is the presentation of the information here Scale from 1 to 5 i
confusing? "very confusing" to a
"very clear"
21
How interested are you in the History of Science? Scale from I to 5
"not at all" to
"extremely interested"
2! _*0 TaT
24 The contents of these emails have been used as references, but are not included in the results in Figure 48.
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How well do you know the Royal Society? (prior to Scale from I to 5 4




How often do you use interactive visualizations in Scale from 1 to 5 s
your daily information search or work? "never" to "almost 4
(Dynamic charts, NYT graphics, etc.) everyday" I
1 2345
Please enter your occupation Text Entry NA
Please leave your email if you are interested in Text Entry NA
looking at more in the future.
(Academic discipline, or field in which you work,
no need to include title.)
Your suggestions, idea, comments, notes, Text Entry Keywords and phrases: Navigation
corrections are always welcome. issues: Node size too small,
centering needed, return to full
network not prominent enough
Figure 48. Table of Survey Device and Responses
The survey results and email responses to the visualization allowed me to identify the most
prominent issues in the clarity of the visualization. Overall the small selection of subjects were interested
in the visualizations and in seeing more iterations of the project in the future. Some were able to identify
relationships in the network of interest to them. A few subjects noted the increased disciplinarily in the
network and the separations of the disciplines within the network.
Some of the subjects surveyed requested specific improvements such as button size and
placement. More prominently, they identified the lack of guidance as an important issue. When asked
what they did not learn from the visualization that they would like to, answers pointed to a lack of
introductory material and guided material such as highlighting of interesting members, and more obvious
easy entry point. One response in particular described the visualization as feeling "a little like a data
dump". This is an important issue in the visualization that further iterations will address as a first priority.
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3.6 Royal Society Network Iteration 3: Reframing Visualization as Guided Narrative
Iteration 2 of the visualization and its accompanying survey results informs the changes made in
the current site, which focuses on a guided experience for the users to experience the same dataset
narratively. The interactive visualization in this iteration was reframed in order to present a more
targeted line of inquiry, which allows the site to provide more guidance to the user. The visualizations in
this iteration are posed as answers to questions of the dataset rather than simply visualizations. The
changes in this iteration made to the interface elements rather than the spatial representations themselves




Introduction to concept by navigating through one visualization example
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Figure 51. Iteration 3 Introductory Content Story Board. A series of slides serves as a tutorial introducing
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Ask Your Own Question
Figure 52. Iteration Three Key Screen Example
The third iteration simplifies the Royal Society Network through the separation of research
material with the visualization itself. The research material no longer serves as the first point of entry for
the dataset. Instead, users are guided through the visualization in through the introductory material in a
way that is inline with the exploration of the data itself. The implementation of this method is centered on
the narrative of the dataset and the original research questions posed of the Royal Society.
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4 Redefining Information Visualization as Creative Nonfiction
The survey of four historically-based principles in chapter 2 and the three iterations of the Royal
Society Network in chapter 3 provide the basis for a set of design principles this thesis contributes to help
guide development creative nonfiction information visualizations. This chapter defines concepts central to
the construction of systems that interpret the factors of data, processes, and representation for the purpose
of communication. This thesis also proposes the following cycle depicting the information visualization
process in which these concepts have been productively incorporated (Figure 54).
Information Visualization Process
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Figure 53. Information Visualization Process
This visualization cycle highlights three important qualities of the visualization process, its
origination from observations that are components of larger systems, its incorporation of numerous
smaller dependent cycles, and its power to inform future observations in a continuously iterative way.
Based on this cycle, the following principles act as guidelines to support development information
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visualization systems. The principles are transparency, hybrid quantitative and qualitative methods, and
narrative integration of investigation and representation. That is, creative non-fiction information
visualizations should make transparent the structures through their spatial and interface representation,
utilize layered quantitative and qualitative methods, and narratively integrate investigative and
representational processes. These concepts are established in order to enable statistically, aesthetically,
and narratively driven visualization systems, which fulfill the purposes of exploration, confirmation, and
presentation. In other words, this principles can now be considered to be a more precise definition of the
word "creative" in "creative nonfiction. These principles are described in further detail below.
4.1 Transparency
The transparency of a visualization system is defined in this thesis as the ability of the
visualization to communicate to the audience the driving forces behind the processes of collection,
classification, architecture, and representation. I identify three concepts in enhancing the transparency of
visualizations: the incorporation of underlying rules and values into the interface, the recording of usage
patterns of the visualization, and representation of uncertainty.
Interface and Visualization as Equal Components
Elements of the graphical user interface such as visual hierarchies, filters, and menus can provide
additional channels to communication. Transparency into data processes and sources, the ability of users
to understand the underlying structures and ideological aims of visualization, is a central concern for
information driven projects. The interface is an opportunity to express the ways in which information has
been filtered, parsed, structured, and refined in order to become communicative. As a result, the interface
is not an auxiliary object that surrounds the spatial representation of information, but rather a means to
provide the contextual information of orientation for the spatial representation.
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Incorporation of Usage Patterns
The ways in which visualizations are navigated are an important aspect of the visualization
system. The recorded patterns of interactivity can potentially identify not only pattern of use, but
characteristics of the audience for a visualization. Information visualization has the potential to reflect
patterns of navigation by recording its history of interactions between the user and the system. The goal to
communicate can be measured by this recording. Furthermore, the recorded usage patterns can also serve
as a type of feedback into the original system. This addresses the practical considerations flow in interface
design, and can serve to highlight areas of data often overlooked in a particular composition.
Additionally, it can also record the narrative of how information is comprehended in the navigation
process. For example, the steps of zooming, filtering, and backtracking that a user has taken to navigate
through a given visualization can provide insight into the nature of the information itself and uncover
previously unknown conceptual connections. When accumulated, these patterns can reflect the context in
which the visualization is viewed by representing the common interests that users share and their degrees
of prominence.
There are precedents in which user feedback is recorded in the online publications of articles on
topics of public interest. The reading of a comment thread has become standard practice for digital
versions of popular columns and news pieces. The activity within comment sections not only inspires
informative debates, but also new iterations and elaborations on the original issues in officially published
material. This practice should be included in the act of navigating or reading information visualization.
The ways in which users traverse the landscape of a given dataset through their interactions also raises
interesting questions about the data itself. Additionally, feedback from users can be incorporated spatially
in to the visual representations as well to provide an additional layer of interpretation. The highlighting of
a frequently traversed path could indicate interest, but also potentially encourage the user to navigate
lesser-known corners of the representation.
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Uncertainty
Incorporating spatial representation of the variability of outcomes in information is an important
component of communication. Forecasting and predictive modeling in finance and scientific
visualizations have provided us with a wealth of methods for representing uncertainty. However these
fields also limit the representation of uncertainty in a narrative context. Uncertainty is often quantified
within a preexisting model and measured in terms of its ability to correctly predict outcomes. The
visualization of information should, through the interface and spatial design, also include the uncertainty
of specific methods used, and raise questions about the system applied.
The following visualization from the New York Times interactive section by Amanda Cox
contextualizes White House Budget forecasts by representing previous forecasts as diverging lines on a
histogram (Figure 55). The resulting visualization, through the expression of error and expectations of
budgets allows the audience to understand the current budget statistics in the context of uncertainty.
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Uncertainty can also be graphically communicated such as in the following example of war
casualties (Figure 56). This example is a proposed method of representation that I created with randomly
generated data points in order to expresses the very problematic uncertainty of casualty reporting by
highlighting uncertainties along with available data's frequency of the estimate's appearance in media
graphically.
Casualties of War
Figure 55. Statistics that are contended with are
discrepancy.
shown with degrees of blurriness depending on the degree of their
Casualties of War II
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Figure 56. In order for the contentious statistic to
contention and view all statistics.
be viewed, the user must actively navigate to the point of
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4.2 Hybrid Modes of Assessment and Representation
The shifting notions of objectivity in representation, the layering of analysis and interpretation,
the investigative process of visualizations, and visualization's longstanding relationship with statistics all
point to the hybridization of methods for evaluation and forms for representation.
Multiple methods, both analytical and interpretive, contribute to the success of information
visualization. As illustrated in the examples of the "Carte du Ciel", as well as in Ben Fry's outline,
layering of quantitative and qualitative methods are crucial in the construction of both arguments and
results. Representations are necessarily based on the juxtaposition of both methods. It is important to
make this effort of integration tangible to the visualizer and visible to the viewer.
Additionally, the development of interfaces that incorporate multiple forms of representation
allows the viewer to make connections between different aspects of a given dataset. This is especially
useful to connect quantitative and qualitative evaluations of data. From the Royal Society Network
example of law and politics graph, the combination of bar and network graphs serve to inform the viewer
how quantities are related to placement and relationship within a network. Further combinations can also
be made. Modular representations that join to best explore the line of question pursued by the author are
an important aspect of the future development of information visualization tools.
4.3 Integration of Graphical and Statistical Process
Methods of measurement and collection and the formulation of data driven narrative share a
symbiotic relationship. At the same time, modes of representation are also mutually influential and
dependent on their subjects. The integration of investigative and visualization process requires the




As seen in the comparison between Baker and Snow, the basing of the Cholera maps on different
basic unit sizes contributed to Snow's successful determination of the origin of the disease and Baker's
failure. In Snow's case, the contrast between neighboring households held the insight that practices of
consumption for water was the deciding factor in spread of disease rather than the quality of hygiene
facilities of areas studied. These practices vary between each house, rather than each neighborhood. As a
result, the representation of the basic unit as a household is central to Snow's map. Beyond the distinction
between ordinal and interval scales of representation, the size of what visualizations use as a basic unit of
measurement is crucial in the resulting representation. The grain size of the visual representation must be
comparable to the grain size of statistical analysis in order for visualizations to answer questions posed of
the dataset.
Axis and Classification
In my visualization of the Royal Society, where the main line of questioning is the evolution of
qualities within a dataset, the central axis is representative of chronology. In the case of Snow's map
where patterns of practice are identified as the main fact of disease transmission, classifications are based
on the variability of practices rather than a top down approach of mapping. Snow's use of the voronoi-
inspired classification as the method of division and categorization of the map of London was successful
in representing this variability in practices. This illustrates the need for flexible units of coordination, as
well as task driven systems of classification. The axis of representation as well as the classification
structure of visualization should be based on the components and themes of the central line of
questioning.
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4.4 Information Visualization as Creative Nonfiction
This thesis, through a historically driven theoretical framework and design-based research, places
information visualization as a central part of the production and consumption of visual representation and
knowledge itself. Information visualization as creative nonfiction is the aesthetic, statistical, and narrative
representation of information, inclusive of its principles of classification and coordination, with the goal
to communicate data-driven and dynamic interpretations of the interaction between data, processes, and
viewers in a systematic view. This thesis redefines information visualization as representations that are
used in the expression of multiple arguments, perspectives, and contexts surrounding data.
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5 Conclusion
Information visualization is a way to both communicate and contextualize information efficiently
and effectively. I believe its goal is to convey information through the lens of the complexity of
perceptual acts taking place between users and data-centered narrative thinking processes. Information
visualizations have the potential to address the origins, processes, and underlying structures of data. Such
visualization can allow the communication of data to become not only more informative and
communicative, but also more convincing. This thesis provides a cross-disciplinary examination based on
data complexity rather than size, allowing for lenses into datasets of different scales and striving for the
longevity and growth of systems of representation, which will become increasingly dominant and
productive in the communication of data. In presenting the nuanced and productive communication of
information as a key aspect of visualization, this thesis identifies the transfer of expert information to a
non-expert audience as its primary objective.
As data in digital forms increase in availability and scale, the definition of raw data increasingly
moves away from being "observationally derived" to being "information sampled from larger contexts."
Indeed, this is what can be termed the problem of "big data"-in other words, "the increasing scale and
availability of digital data provides an extraordinary resource for informing public policy, scientific
discovery, business strategy, and even our personal lives" (Heer & Shneiderman, 2012). We can see this
shift as parallel to the motivations in the processes of data management from both the "Carte du Ciel" and
Ben Fry's contemporary information visualization approach. Continually redefining the idea of raw data
makes it increasingly necessary to place, for the viewer, the origins of data-centric narratives on a
spectrum from the observational to the sampling practices used today. The visualization of information is
a crucial aspect of the practice of clarifying such origins, processes of selection, and expression to the end
user.
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Challenges such as these in presenting and understanding data existed long before the appearance
of digital data, however. Tracing the ways that these past challenges have changed the ways that we work
with information is an important aspect of understanding the processes, biases, and difficulties of working
with increasingly large data. This thesis contributes to addressing the problem of effectively conveying
"big data" by modeling a process that is less dictated by size than by complexity. Indeed, it contributes to
the processing of data regardless of size in presenting the multiplicity in methods of treating and
expressing information. Considering the size of data affords visualizers a unique opportunity to produce
systems of representation on different scales. Data size does not dictate its methods of representation;
rather the line of questioning is the origin from which visualizations emerge. Much like the ways in which
historical research has been conducted from the panoramic to the micro, visualizations can also serve to
communicate narratives of various scales regardless of the size of the dataset.
Addressing the growth and longevity of visualization systems is crucial to the further
development of the field of information visualization. As the organization of information online becomes
increasingly dictated by the networked nature of digital media storage systems, it is no longer reasonable
to consider individual datasets as isolated, regardless of their size. Therefore, utilizing the networked
structure of data online to construct systems where extensions of data are possible is an important goal of
visualization systems. The audiences of such visualizations seem open to multiple groups. In the context
of this thesis, the primary goal of information visualization is to bring expert information to a larger non-
expert audience. This includes datasets from historical information in the humanities to scientific
information in newly specialized fields. The non-expert audience benefits from the visualization of
specialized information, which is often presented within expert groups technically, textually, using
specialized language, and without context. The goal of information visualization in this domain is to
allow expertly guided views into findings, their circumstance, and their inherent uncertainty to include an
expanding public. Expert information should not only contribute to the public interest, but it should also
engage public interests. The constructions of method and concept herein are intended to serve this
purpose.
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The field of information visualization will benefit from further exploration into conceptually
oriented, rather than task-oriented, features in the interfaces and displays of information visualization
systems. Specifically, it will be important to construct visualizations that display transparency of
classification and process used, that allow for the integration of user feedback and the growth of the
original dataset, that support multiple forms of representation fitting multiple lines of inquiry, and that
engage shifts of perception within the ever-increasing scale of information. Information visualizations, as
increasingly important ways to convey information, are now not only representations through which we
communicate, but more importantly, are tools with which we think.
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Appendix A: Technologies Used
Python
Python was used extensively for the testing, statistical analysis, cleaning and formatting of the
dataset. Python scripts include frequency checking and entity matching (Appendix).
Google Docs
All initial visualizations on the maximum and minimum values of the dataset were done using
Google's free tools and spreadsheets.
Gephi
Data formatted in Python was imported into Gephi, and layouts and network measurements were
made within Gephi.
Javascript
Sigma Javascritp Library - export Gephi graphs into web compatible formats.
iwanthue.com Color Selection Tool - A javascript online color selection was used to design the
color schemes of the visualizations.
Jquery and Lightbox Javascript Libraries - Used in conjunction with CSS and HTML to produce
the web interface for the visualization.
Java
Alex Goncalves wrote the Java code that downloaded the data from the Royal Society archives
according to my specifications.
Java Program:
/*
* To change this template, choose Tools |Templates
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public class HappyJia {
* @param args the command line arguments
*/
public static void main(String[] args) {
try {





StringBuilder textDisp = new StringBuildero;
ArrayList years = new ArrayListo,
people = new ArrayListo;
// set up:
URL url;
BufferedReader in = null;
url = new URL(address);
try {
// try open stream!
in = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(url.openStreamo));
// write line by line into my text
String line;
while ((line = in.readLineo) != null) { /try to read line!
textDisp.append(line).append("\n");





String homePage = textDisp.toStringo;
String year;
int fromIndex = 0;
int baselndex;
while (homePage.indexOf("<td class=\"treeiconl\"><a href=\"", fromlndex) ! -1) {
baselndex = homePage.indexOf("<td class=\"treeiconl \"><a href=\"", fromlndex)
+ "<td class=\"treeiconl\"><a href=\"".lengtho;
year = "http://royalsociety.org" + homePage.substring(baselndex,
homePage.indexOf('\">+</a>", baselndex));
year = year.replace("amp;", "");
years.add(year);
fromIndex = homePage.indexOf("'>+</a>", baselndex);
for (int i = 0; i < years.sizeo; i++) {
/for (int i = 0; i< 2; i++) {
textDisp = new StringBuilder(;
url = new URL(years.get(i).toStringo);
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try {
// try open stream!
in = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(url.openStreamo));
// write line by line into my text
String line;
while ((line = in.readLineo) != null) { //try to read line!
textDisp.append(line).append("\n");







while (homePage.indexOf("<a class=\"Tree2ShowV' href=\"", fromIndex) != -1) {
baselndex = homePage.indexOf("<a class=\"Tree2Show\" href=V"', fromlndex)
+ "<a class=\"Tree2Show\" href=\"".length(;
person = "http://royalsociety.org" + homePage.substring(baselndex,
homePage.indexOf("\" onclick=", baselndex));
person = person.replace("amp;", "");
people.add(person);
System.out.println(person);
fromIndex = homePage.indexOf("\" onclick=", baseindex);
PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter(new FileWriter("./data.csv"));
String yearField, numberField, titleField, proposersField, personKeyField;
out.println("\"Year\",\"Number\",\"Title\",\"Proposers\",\"Person Key\"");
for (int i = 0; i < people.sizeo; i++)
//for (int i = 0; i < 2; i++) {
textDisp = new StringBuildero;
url = new URL(people.get(i).toStringo);
try {
/ try open stream!
in = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(url.openStream());
// write line by line into my text
String line;
while ((line = in.readLineo) != null) { / try to read line!
textDisp.append(line).append("\n");
}






baselndex = homePage.indexOf("'_top'))\">EC/", homePage.indexOf("<td class=\"RefNo\">"));
if (baselndex != -1)
baselndex = baselndex + "'_top'))\">EC/".lengtho;
try{
yearField = homePage.substring(baselndex, baselndex+4);




numberField = homePage.substring(baselndex+5, baselndex+7);
} catch (IndexOutOfBoundsException e) {
numberField = "";
try {
baseIndex = homePage.index0f("<td class=\"Title\">");
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if (baseIndex = -1) {








baseIndex = homePage.indexOf("<td class=\"Proposers\'>");
if (baselndex != -1) {








baseIndex = homePage.indexOf("<td class=\"PersonKey\">");
if (baseIndex != -1) {




} catch (IndexOutOfBoundsException e) {
personKeyField
try{
baseIndex = homePage.indexOf("<td class=\"Citation\">");
if (baseIndex != -1) {



























Appendix B: Information Visualization Annotated Bibliography
This is a short list of resources on the topic of information visualization that I have found to be the most
helpful in my research process.
Visualization and Cognition: Drawing Things Together by Bruno Latour
An important article that influences thinking of representations can be found at:
http://www.bruno-latour.fr/sites/default/files/2 1 -DRAWING-THINGS-TOGETHER-GB.pdf
A Brief History of Data Visualization, Michael Friendly
A straightforward and informative historical overview of information visualization from the
perspective statistical graphics, it is accompanied by a more comprehensive database of
visualization milestones which can be found at: http://www.datavis.ca/milestones/
Visualizations: The Nature Book of Art and Science by Martin Kemp
A collection of images from Nature bookended by essays on visualization by Kemp.
Semiology of Graphics by Jacques Bertin
A groundbreaking book that marked a turning point in information visualization history, it also
serves as a useful practical guide for design.
How to Lie with Maps by Mark Monmonier and How to lie with statistics by Darrell Huff
2 short books that explore the various ways in which a fluent practitioner can manipulate data and
representation point to the problematic attribution of neutrality to data.
Thinking in Systems by Donella H. Meadows
An important nontechnical book on systems thinking with a concise and useful appendix of
methods and terms.
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